The Ship

This project’s most important aspect is the ship. Built for the tough seas and its tough sailors, this marvel of the sea ready to sail.
The Deck

The deck, like on most ships are where everything happens. This is where the large masts of the ship are located as well as the help and the second gun room. Maybe most importantly, the captains quarters as well as the war room are located directly under the helm of the ship.
Second Deck

The second deck of the ship holds most of the cannons. Also on the front side of the ship are the showers and lavatory quarters for the sailors of the ship.
Third Deck

The third deck consists of more cannons as well as the living quarters for the sailors.
Fourth Deck

The fourth deck consists of the cattle, gardens and other essentials needed for the lives of the sailors and the ship.
Fifth Deck

The fifth deck consists of the jail on the ship. In this jail contains the prisoners that have been caught by the sailors and captain of the ship.
The Island

The island is a vast piece that the user can make their way through after they're done on the ship. The user can scale the large hills or continue to the center of the island to climb the largest peak of the island. There is also a treasure chest that can be found by the user if they want to go on a little quest.
Details

The Ship

The Island
Ship Details

- Ship was made on Sketch Up
Island Details

- The Island was constructed on Unity.
- The water comes from the standard assets folder.
- Derived from homework 4, the island was construction was in the same manner.